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Qualifications/Background: I am a full professor at Princeton University, with appointments in
Neuroscience and Molecular Biology, and I am a Faculty Associate of the University's Center for
Law and Public Affairs. I have published over seventy technical articles that use statistical
testing, several of which include original contributions to statistical science. In the domain of
partisan gerrymandering, I have written articles for the Stanford Law Review and the Election
Law Journal. In addition, I have written about these standards for the New York Times.
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My gerrymandering standards were awarded a prize in Common Cause's 2016 First Amendment
Gerrymander Standard Writing Competition. The judges of this competition were leading
scholars and practitioners of election law: Guy-Uriel Charles, Senior Associate Dean for Faculty
& Research and founding director of the Duke Law Center on Law, Race and Politics at Duke
Law School; Erwin Chemerinsky, Dean, Distinguished Professor of Law, and Raymond Pryke
Professor of First Amendment Law at UC Irvine Law School; Allison Hayward, Board member
of the Office of Congressional Ethics, former Vice President of Policy at the Center for
Competitive Politics, and counsel to FEC Commissioner Bradley Smith; Michael Li, Democracy
Program Senior Counsel, Brennan Center for Justice; and Derek Muller, Associate Professor,
Pepperdine University School of Law.
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Question: Here I review standards by which a statewide gerrymander may be identified using
the principle of partisan asymmetry, and to apply those standards to the current Congressional
district map of North Carolina. Using these standards, I answer the question of whether that map
violates the principle of partisan symmetry, a concept cited by five Supreme Court justices in the
2006 case of LULAC v. Perry (548 U.S. 399).
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Executive Summary: North Carolina Congressional election results fail a basic criterion of
partisan symmetry in the following manner: for a given distribution of popular votes, if the
parties switch places in popular vote, the numbers of seats would change in an unequal fashion.
To probe this question further, I applied three statistical tests for partisan asymmetry (68
Stanford Law Review 1263). One test calculates the delegations that would result from a
partisan-symmetric process based on nationwide districting patterns. The other two tests are
based on century-old principles in the field of statistics, and can be done using a desktop
computer or pencil and paper. None of the tests require a detailed consideration of maps. These
tests also address weaknesses that could potentially be brought up in the use of other standards. I
found that (1) The 2016 election yielded two excess seats for Republican Party compared with a
party-symmetric process. (2) "Lopsided wins": The winning vote share in districts won by
Democrats was greater than the winning vote share in Republican districts. (3) "Reliable wins":
Statewide, the median Republican vote share exceeded the mean (i.e. average) party vote share,
and Republican win margins were more uniform than expected from national patterns.
Asymmetry favoring Republicans arose abruptly in 2012 and continued in 2014 and 2016,
consistent with the effects of biased redistricting arising in the post-2010 cycle, at the same time
that Republicans gained control of the process. These results support the hypothesis that North
Carolina Republicans have executed an effective and persistent partisan gerrymander.
2
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I. LEGAL BACKGROUND
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The term "gerrymandering" describes the act of drawing district lines to make a
legislator's victory overwhelmingly likely, by virtue of creating a district with predictable voting
patterns. Such a pattern contradicts the saying that “voters should choose their representatives,
and not the other way around.”1 One special case of gerrymandering has attracted particular
attention from the Supreme Court: that of a partisan gerrymander. In this sophisticated form of
gerrymander, individual legislators of both political parties may benefit by gaining safe seats, but
the overall effect is to give specific net advantage to one party. In this situation the morelopsided wins go, perhaps counterintuitively, to individual legislators of the party that does not
control redistricting. The net effect is the creation of an overall districting scheme in which
delegations do not naturally reflect the overall preferences of the state‘s voters.
Partisan gerrymandering's unconstitutionality rests on two rationales: the Fourteenth
Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause and “one person, one vote” principle, and the First
Amendment-based protection of speech and association.2 The justiciability of partisan
gerrymandering arises from a series of Supreme Court cases starting with Davis v. Bandemer and
continuing with Vieth v. Jubelirer3 and LULAC v. Perry. In 1986, the Supreme Court established
justiciability in Davis v. Bandemer.4 The Court did not find a partisan gerrymander in Bandemer,
but they did lay out a cause for action based on a two-prong test: 1) intent—an established
purpose to create a legislative districting map to disempower the voters for one party; and 2)
effect—proof that an election based on the contested districting scheme led to a distorted
outcome.5
The Vieth case concerned whether Pennsylvania's Congressional districts constituted a
partisan gerrymander. In that case, five justices voted to dismiss the claim – but five justices also
expressed continuing support for the justiciability of partisan gerrymanders. Justice Anthony
Kennedy was the only justice to be found in both of these groups. Justice Antonin Scalia wrote a
plurality opinion for four justices. He wrote that “to the extent that our racial gerrymandering
cases represent a model of discernible and manageable standards, they provide no comfort here
[in the partisan context]”6. Justice Kennedy wrote a separate concurrence, and also declined to
1

Mitchell N. Berman, Managing Gerrymandering, 83 TEXAS L. REV. 781, 781 (2005).
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Bandemer, 478 U.S. at 122-123; Vieth, 541 U. S., at 314 (J. Kennedy, concurring in judgment; "penalizing citizens
because of their participation in the electoral process,. . . their association with a political party, or their expression
of political views.", citing Elrod v. Burns, 427 U. S. 347 (1976) (plurality opinion)).
3

Vieth v. Jubelirer, 541 U.S. 267 (2003).

4

Bandemer, 478 U.S. at 110.

5

Bandemer, 478 U.S. at 128 (upholding the District Court's finding that the Bandemer plaintiffs were required to
prove discriminatory intent and effect).

6

Vieth, 541 U.S. at 286.
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join Justice Stevens’s opinion stating that Stevens “would apply the standard set forth in the
Shaw [race] cases” in “evaluating a challenge to a specific district” on partisanship grounds.7
Instead of the Shaw standard, Justice Kennedy suggested a basis for determining partisan
gerrymandering under the First Amendment. Unlike ethnicity or socioeconomic status,
identification with a political party can be changed with little effort. In this respect, partisan
identification can be regarded as an act of speech or free association, both of which are protected
by the First Amendment. In Vieth, Justice Anthony Kennedy has noted that the First Amendment
can be interpreted as a mandate for “not burdening or penalizing citizens because of their
participation in the electoral process, their voting history, their association with a political party,
or their expression of political views.8 Under general First Amendment principles those burdens
in other contexts are unconstitutional absent a compelling government interest.”9
Justice Kennedy did not articulate an exact standard to evaluate partisanship under the
First Amendment. Since Bandemer, a central difficulty has been establishing a manageable
standard, i.e. one that provides a reliable and usable determination of whether an offense has
occurred. In Bandemer, the justices described the effects prong in general terms. Justice White
advocated an analysis of an entire districting plan: “A statewide challenge, by contrast, would
involve an analysis of ‘the voters’ direct or indirect influence on the elections of the state
legislature as a whole,” while also acknowledging that this was “of necessity a difficult
inquiry.”10 But eighteen years later in Vieth, the plurality opinion stated that no acceptable
standard had been established in the intervening time, and therefore it was time to abandon the
search.11 The Court in Vieth was notably divided, culminating in five separate opinions.12 In a
separate concurrence, Justice Kennedy provided a fifth vote against invalidating the districts in
Pennsylvania, but left the door open for future remedies in other cases if a clear standard could
be established.13 The dissenting four justices voted in favor of a finding of partisan
gerrymandering and offered several possible standards, but none was backed by a majority of

7

Id. at 321.

8

Vieth, 541 U.S. at 314 (J. Kennedy, concurring); Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 362 (1976).

9

Elrod, 427 U.S. at 362.

10

Bandemer, 478 U.S. at 143.

11

Vieth, 541 U.S. at 279.
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Vieth, 541 U.S. 267, 271 (opinion. of J. Scalia, joined by C.J. Rehnquist, and O'Connor and Thomas, JJ.); id., 306
(opinion of J. Kennedy, concurring in judgment); id., 317 (opinion of J. Stevens, dissenting); id., 343 (opinion of J.
Souter, dissenting, joined by Ginsburg, J.); id., 355 (opinion of J. Breyer, dissenting).
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Vieth, 541 U.S. at 306 ("I would not foreclose all possibility of judicial relief").
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1
Justices.14
LULAC v.
v Perry lefft this judicial stalematte unaltered, but it didd contain vaarious
endorsem
ments of the symmetry sttandard, spreead across m
multiple opinnions.15
In
n this report I present thrree tests, roo
oted in the syymmetry priinciple, that address conncerns
expressed
d in the Vieeth opinionss of Justicess Scalia andd Kennedy. My methodd has advanntages
offered by mathem
matical rigorr previously
y absent frrom the Coourt’s opiniions on parrtisan
ndering. By translating principles th
hat have em
merged from Constitutionnal jurispruddence
gerryman
into the language
l
of classical staatistics, thesee tests may pplug a hole that has beeen left unfilleed by
the Courtt.

II. A FIR
RST LOOK
K AT PARTISAN ASYM
MMETRY
A basic test of
o partisan symmetry
s
caan be done bby shifting thhe vote totalls in each diistrict
by the saame amount,, enough to switch the to
otal vote shaare for the tw
wo parties. T
The result oof this
hypothetical scenario
o is illustratted in Tablle 1. In the flipped sceenario, the sstatewide voote is

Table 1, A direct tesst for partisaan asymmettry. Left: Ressults for the 2016 Congrressional
election. Right: Resu
ults are all sh
hifted by a constant
c
amoount, 7.3% in each district, enough to
exchangge the statew
wide vote totals between the two paarties. In this scenario, tthe size of th
he
delegations is not sw
witched, and
d still has a majority
m
of R
Republicans.
14

Id.

15

LULAC, 548 U.S. at 46
68 (n.9) (opn. of
o Stevens, J. P.,
P joined by Brreyer, S) ("a heelpful (though certainly not
pn. of Stevens,, J. P.; asymmeetry as one of eeight criteria hee
talismanic)) tool"). LULAC, 548 U.S. at 473 (n. 11) (op
would use for determinin
ng effects-based
d violations). LULAC,
L
548 U
U.S. at 466 (opnn. of Stevens, J.) ("Plan 13744C
nged plan] is in
nconsistent witth the symmetrry standard”). L
LULAC, 548 U
U.S. at 483 (oppn. of Souter, JJ.)("do
[the challen
not rule ou
ut the utility of a criterion of symmetry";
s
"in
nterest in explooring this notioon is evident [oon the Court]")..
LULAC, 548
5 U.S. at 420
0 (opn. of Kenn
nedy, J. joined by Justices Soouter and Ginsbburg)(indicatinng use as a stanndard
based on election results,, but not hypoth
hetical future results).
r
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53.7% Democratic,
D
46.3%
4
Repu
ublican – bu
ut the delegaation is still majority Reepublican, w
with 8
Republiccans and 5 Democrats.
D
When
W
this principle
p
of symmetry is applied tto earlier elections, a pattern beccomes
apparent (Table 2). From 2012 to 2016, th
he Congressiional delegaation is nearrly unchangeed by
exchangiing the stateewide vote share,
s
mainttaining a Reepublican maajority no m
matter whichh side
gets more votes. In contrast,
c
200
08 and 2010 showed an advantage ffavoring Dem
mocrats. In sshort,
the current partisan asymmetry
a
arose
a
at the same time ass post-2010 rredistricting..

Table 2: Net
N effect of exchanging
e
th
he statewide popular votee, 2008‐2016.
Starting in 2012, a Repu
ublican majorrity became hhighly likely in
ndependent o
of
which partty wins a majority of the popular
p
vote, or if the votee totals were
exchanged
d.
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ATISTICAL
L ANALYSE
ES OF PAR
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YMMETRY
Y
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Commonly,
C
gerrymanderrs (racial, for
f examplee) are diagnnosed by annalyzing speecific
districts. However, partisan gerrymander
g
ring emergees from paatterns of districting, and
examinattion of a siingle districct does not clearly ideentify partisan asymmeetry. Indeed,, any
particularr district maay contributee to an overall advantagee for its winnner's party, too its loser's pparty,
or to neither party, depending
d
on
o the overall redistrictinng scheme. A partisan gerrymandeer can
only be reliably
r
diagn
nosed when considering
g a state's whhole districtinng plan at onnce.
To
T be manaageable, a numerical standard
s
fo r gerrymanndering has to answerr two
fundamen
ntal question
ns: (a) whatt is a reason
nable cutofff beyond whhich a justiciiable offense has
occurred, and (b) wh
hat standard
d of fairness should be uused for com
mparison? Sttatistical sciience,
which is over a centu
ury old, may provide som
me help in adddressing booth questionss.
gstanding crriterion, thatt of "statisticcal significaance."
For a cutoff value, I willl use a long
nce is quan
ntified as th
he probabiliity that a nneutral proccess would have
Statisticaal significan
generated
d the observed outcom
me by chancce.16 In thiss report, I rrefer to thee likely rangge of
outcomess from a neu
utral process as a "zone of
o chance."
The
T second question
q
is how
h
to iden
ntify a neutrral standard, around whhich this zonne of
chance would
w
fall. To
T define that standard, I use nationnal districtinng practicess as expresseed by
16

In statisttical scholarshiip, this probability is called p or alpha. For eexample, if an outcome would have arisen by
chance 5%
% of the time, th
hat would be called
c
p=0.05 or
o alpha=0.05.
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election outcomes (Test 1) and partisan symmetry (Tests 2 and 3). These tests are described in
greater detail elsewhere17.
Tests 2 and 3 detect patterns of partisan outcomes that are unlikely to have arisen by
chance in a partisan-symmetric process. Such tests are well established in the scientific
community as a way of testing for differences between two groups of observations (in this case,
groups of districts), or overall asymmetry (in this case, the pattern of advantages gained by two
political parties). The tests are taught to undergraduates and are accessible to anyone with an
introductory statistics textbook and a spreadsheet program – or even pencil and paper. Judges
may use these tests to analyze rapidly whether a pattern of election outcomes is likely to have
arisen from a partisan process. In short, these tests are manageable.
Test 1 (the excess seats test): This test calculates, for a given statewide vote total, the
range of number of seats that is likely to arise, assuming that the patterns of real-life national
districting practice are used to apportion voters. Then calculate the difference between this range
and the outcome of the actual election, and ask whether that outcome favors the redistricting
party.
Test 2 (the lopsided outcomes test): This test compares the winning vote shares in
Democrat-represented districts with the winning vote shares in Republican-represented districts.
In a partisan gerrymander, the targeted party wins lopsided victories in a small number of
districts, while the gerrymandering party’s wins are engineered to be relatively narrow. To test
whether the two groups of winning vote shares differ, use the two-sample t-test, a widely used
statistical test.
Test 3 (the reliable-wins test): Systematic rigging of total statewide outcomes occurs by
the construction of districts that offer secure wins for the party in control of the map. These wins
would be wide enough to guarantee victory, but not so wide as to waste votes that could be used
to shore up other districts. How this intent is detected depends on whether the state's partisan
vote is closely divided, or whether one party is dominant.
In a closely divided state or when the redistricting party gets a minority of the votes: In a
closely divided state, reliable wins occur when the average and median vote differ from one
another. To perform Test 3, calculate the difference between a party’s statewide average district
vote share on the one hand, and the median vote share it receives on the other. In this situation a
systematic gerrymander can be detected when the redistricting party’s median vote share is
substantially above its average vote share across districts.18

17

Samuel S.-H. Wang, Three Tests for Practical Evaluation of Partisan Gerrymandering, 68 STANFORD LAW
REVIEW 1263 (2016); Samuel S.-H. Wang, Three practical tests for gerrymandering: application to Maryland and
Wisconsin. 15 Election Law Journal 367 (2016).
18

This is the mean-median test described in Wang, supra 5 and Wang, supra 26, and by Robin E. Best & Michael
D. McDonald, Unfair Partisan Gerrymanders in Politics and Law: A Diagnostic Applied to Six Cases. 14 ELECTION
LAW JOURNAL: RULES, POLITICS, AND POLICY 312 (2015).
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In a state where the redistricting party is dominant: A hallmark of gerrymanders is the
reliability of outcomes in individual races. In a state that is dominated by one party, reliable wins
occur when that party's strength is spread highly evenly across districts. To perform Test 3,
calculate the standard deviation of the redistricting party's vote share in the districts that it wins.
Calculate the standard deviation of the party's vote share in the districts that it wins nationwide.
Compare these two standard deviations using a well-established tool, the chi-square test for
comparison of variances19.
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The most obvious harm from partisan gerrymandering is representational. Partisan
gerrymandering creates a situation in which the same overall statewide vote share would lead to
a very different level of representation for the redistricting party and its opposing target. In the
North Carolina congressional election of 2012, Democrats won only 4 out of 13 congressional
House seats, despite winning slightly more than half of the statewide vote. Democratic winners
were packed into districts where they won an average of 70.3 percent of the vote, while
Republican winners won an average of 57.1 percent. In short, the districting scheme was
associated with a strong representational asymmetry between the two major political parties.
However, an anti-majoritarian outcome (i.e. majority of popular vote, minority of
delegation) is insufficient to prove deliberate distortion of electoral processes. Even if some
imagined ideal of districting could maximize the likelihood of a majoritarian outcome, lack of
congruence with this standard could still arise by chance and small variations in opinion. In
2012, if a few thousand voters in Arizona had cast their ballots for a Republican instead of a
Democrat in the 1st or 2nd District, the delegation would have been, like the state’s popular vote,
majority Republican.20 Conversely, the 2014 and 2016 elections in North Carolina showed a 4647% vote for Democrats, and 3 out of 13 Democratic seats. How should this level of
representation be regarded? In short, a simple majoritarian standard is not a surgical tool, but a
blunt instrument.
A statistical approach is needed to distinguish what degree of inequity is allowable. This
approach recalls Justice Kennedy’s statement that “new technologies may produce new methods
of analysis that make more evident the precise nature of the burdens gerrymanders impose on the
representational rights of voters and parties. That would facilitate court efforts to identify and
remedy the burdens, with judicial intervention limited by the derived standards.”21

TEST 1: HOW MANY EXCESS SEATS?

19

Pearson, Karl (1900). On The Criterion That A Given System Of Deviations From The Probable In The Case Of A
Correlated System Of Variables Is Such That It Can Be Reasonably Supposed To Have Arisen From Random
Sampling. 5 50 (302) PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE SERIES: 157–175. Snedecor, George W. and Cochran, William G.
(1989), Statistical Methods, Eighth Edition, Iowa State University Press.
20

State of Arizona, canvass of election results, http://apps.azsos.gov/election/2012/General/Canvass2012GE.pdf, 4-

6.
21

Vieth, 541 U.S. at 312-313 (J. Kennedy, concurring).
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How many seats were gained by partisan gerrymandering? In my calculations for Test 1,
I estimate the extent to which a party's elected number of seats exceeds an appropriate range that
would arise naturally from national practices. This measure overcomes the central difficulty that
representation is not necessarily proportional to public support. The idea that representation
should be proportional is intuitive but wrong, and is violated in a system in which individual
elections are winner-take-all22.
A more sophisticated approach to quantifying the number of excess seats has relied on
the detailed preparation of hypothetical maps23 according to explicitly stated rules for how
districts are drawn. However, such an approach may be criticized because it implicitly relies on
the notion that automated standards for districting represent a benchmark of fairness. Such
standards are susceptible to the critique that they may inadvertently contain hidden biases that
actual legislative processes would not produce. My calculation of effects identifies a range of
possibilities using national election results, which contain within them the standards used by real
legislative processes, and by real legislators.
Computer simulations can be used to ask a simple question: if a given state’s popular
House vote were split into differently composed districts carved from the same statewide voting
population, what would its Congressional delegation look like? The answer allows the definition
of a range of seat outcomes that would arise naturally from districting standards that are extant at
the time of the election in question.
It is possible to calculate each state’s appropriate seat breakdown—in other words, how a
Congressional delegation would be constituted if its districts were not contorted to protect a
political party or an incumbent. This is done by randomly selecting combinations of districts
from around the United States that add up to the same statewide vote total for each party. Like a
fantasy baseball team, a delegation put together this way is not constrained by the limits of
geography. On a computer, it is possible to create millions of such unbiased delegations in short
order. In this way, one can ask24 what would happen if a state had districts whose distribution of
voting populations was typical of the pattern found in rest of the nation.

22

Edward R. Tufte, The Relationship Between Votes and Seats in Two-Party Systems, 67 AMERICAN POLITICAL
SCIENCE REVIEW 540 (1973).
23

Jowei Chen and Jonathan Rodden, Cutting Through the Thicket: Redistricting Simulations and the Detection of
Partisan Gerrymanders, 14 ELECTION LAW JOURNAL (forthcoming 2015); Jowei Chen and Jonathan Rodden,
Unintentional Gerrymandering: Political Geography and Electoral Bias in Legislatures, 8 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF
POLITICAL SCIENCE 239, 248 (2013).
24

This can be done by using all 435 House race outcomes. For a state X with N districts, calculate the total popular
vote across all N districts. Now pick N races from around the country at random and add up their vote totals. If their
vote total matches X’s actual popular vote within 0.5%, score it as a comparable simulation. See Sam Wang, The
Great Gerrymander of 2012, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 2, 2013, at SR1.
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Because
B
this approach usses existing districts, it uses as a bbaseline the asymmetriess that
are preseent nationwid
de in actual election ressults.25 Redi stricting is ddone by legiislators whoo seek
to satisfy
y many comp
peting intereests and motiivations. Thee use of actuual election rresults proviides a
desirablee setting that naturally caaptures thesee interests annd motivationns. Indeed, tthe average rresult
of these simulations approximattes a “naturaal” seats/vottes relationshhip that cann be definedd with
mathemaatical rigor and exacctitude. In short, theese simulattions detectt distortionns in
representtativeness in
n one state, reelative to thee rest of the nation.

Figure 1:
1 Simulated delegations
d
for
f the 2016 Congressiona
C
al election. (aa) A graph sho
owing 1000
simulate
ed delegation
ns, using natio
onal House re
esults. The bluue curve show
ws the averagge relationshiip
of seats and votes for 1,000,000 delegations.
d
The
T gray dot aand bar show
w the average result and
d deviation fo
or simulations whose vote
e totals were tthe same as tthe actual eleection. The reed
standard
dot indicates the actual result. This simulation omitted parttisan‐asymmeetric states (see text for
e seats‐votes curve as in (aa), with the ppartisan‐asym
mmetric statess shown
details).. (b) The same
individu
ually. Red dotss indicate Rep
publican‐conttrolled redist ricting. Blue d
does indicatee Democrat‐
controlled redistricting.
229
230
231

A standard Th
hinkPad X1 Carbon lapttop compute r can perform
m one millioon simulations
for a state in less than
n 20 secondss. Figure 1 shows
s
1000 such “simullated delegattions” for thee
state of North
N
Carolin
na, along wiith the actuall outcome inn red. The bllue curve deffines a
25

It is posssible to exploree the propertiess of this simulaation proceduree by giving it a variety of hyppothetical
nationwidee distributions of districts as starting
s
data. These
T
hypothetiical scenarios rreveal that the “fantasy
delegation”” procedure haas important feaatures that are required of a ddescriptor of paartisan asymmeetry. First, for a
symmetric distribution off Congressionaal districts, i.e. a scenario in w
which Democraat-dominated ddistricts are no more
packed thaan Republican-dominated disttricts, fantasy delegations
d
aree typically majooritarian, awarrding more
representattives to the parrty that receives more votes. Second,
S
the fanntasy delegatioons have the saame natural varriation
in partisan composition as
a the nationwide distribution
n, as measured by standard deeviation. Third, when the
o districts has asymmetry,
a
for instance conttaining a numbber of districts tthat are very packed
nationwidee distribution of
with one party (as is the case
c
in real lifee for Democratts), the fantasy delegations shhow a bias tow
ward the other pparty,
viewed in Jow
wei Chen and Joonathan Roddeen, Unintentionnal Gerrymanddering:
a phenomeenon that is well analyzed (rev
Political Geography
G
and
d Electoral Biass in Legislaturees, 8 QUARTERRLY JOURNAL O
OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 239, 2
248
(2013).
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mathemaatically expected seats/vo
otes relation
nship, calculaated by averaaging 1 milllion simulatiions.
In these simulations,
s
I excluded states
s
that arre distorted aas defined byy one or morre tests of
partisan symmetry
s
(Illinois, Indiaana, Marylan
nd, Michigann, North Carrolina, Ohio, Pennsylvannia,
and Wiscconsin). The average dellegation had 5.2 Democrratic seats. O
Only 4.2% off delegationss had
three or fewer
f
Democratic seats. Therefore th
he probabilitty that nationnal partisan--symmetric
districtin
ng standards would generrate the actu
ual outcome iis 4.2%.
I tested how these
t
results might chang
ge under a vvariety of sceenarios. The results are
n Table 3. Fo
or each row of the table, 1 million faantasy delegaations were generated. In
shown in
each casee, between 9,000
9
and 12,000 fantasy
y delegationss matched thhe real statew
wide vote tottals.
In all sceenarios, simu
ulated delegaations had an
n average off at least 5 Democratic seeats, two moore
seats than
n the actual election outccome. This average
a
had a standard ddeviation of 1.0 seats,
meaning that about tw
wo-thirds off the time, faantasy delegaations had beetween 4 andd 6 Democraatic
seats, or between onee and three seats
s
more th
han the actuaal outcome oof 3 seats.
Omission
O
of at-large
a
statees, which hav
ve only one representatiive and thereefore do not
undergo redistricting
g, did not affe
fect the outco
ome. Omissiion of urbaniized states, iin which
Democraatic voters may
m be naturaally packed, also had onlly a minimall effect on thhe outcome.
Converseely, inclusion
n of all 49 sttates except for North Caarolina also did not channge the averaage
simulated
d delegation substantiallly (5.0 Demo
ocratic seats on average)). In this lastt case, 6.1% of
simulatio
ons led to 3 or
o fewer Dem
mocratic seaats; the largerr fraction (coompared witth 4.2%) arisses
because when
w
all stattes are used, the use of partisan-asym
p
mmetric statees leads to m
more situatioons in
which fan
ntasy delegaations are, lik
ke the real delegation, diistorted.
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n simulations. 11
summarizes the resu
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The
T success of
o a gerrymaandering sch
heme dependds on the abiility of the rredistricting party
to create safe margin
ns of victory
y for both paarties, with larger marggins for theirr opponents. This
pattern of
o outcomes can be quan
ntified by sorrting the disstricts into tw
wo groups, bby winning pparty.
Each parrty’s winning
g vote sharees can then be
b comparedd by what iss said to be ““the most w
widely
26
used stattistical test of all timee” : the t-teest for com
mparing the averages of two groupps of
observatiions. In this way, the diffference betw
ween each paarty’s winniing margins is used to teest for
intensivee packing of the opposing
g party's votters.

Figure 2: Comparison
n of winning margins in North Carolinaa Congression
nal elections,, 2010‐2016.
t vote sharre of the winn
ning Democraatic (D) or Rep
publican (R) ccandidate. The
Each poiint indicates the
short ho
orizontal liness indicate the average vote
e share. The sshaded gray b
bands indicatee zones of
chance within
w
which both average
es would be expected
e
to faall if the resullts had arisen
n from a partisan‐
symmetric process.
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The
T results off Test 2 are shown in Fiigure 2. In 22016, Democrats won thhree districtss with
an averag
ge of 68.5%
% of the two--party vote, while
w
Repubblicans won ten districtss with an average
of 60.3%
% of the two--party vote. According
A
to
o the t-test, tthe probabillity of such a large differrence
27
is 0.31% (i.e. "p=0.0
0031") . Witth near-certaainty, this ouutcome did nnot arise from
m a party-neeutral
process.
Similar diffeerences, all demonstratiing narroweer Republiccan wins, occurred in 2014
(74.5% in
i Democraatic districts and 61.2%
% in Republlican districtts; p= 0.00332) and in 2012
(70.3% in Democratic districts and
a 57.1% in
n Republicaan districts; pp= 0.015). H
However, in 2010
26

Richard Lowry, Chapteer 11. t-Test fo
or the Significaance of the Diff
fference betweeen the Means oof Two Indepenndent
ok/ch11pt1.htm
ml (last visited Dec. 5, 2015).
Samples, VASSARSTATS, http://vassarsttats.net/textboo
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For com
mparing two gro
oups of results,, the t-test depeends on both thhe average, thee standard deviaation of each ggroup
(i.e. the degree of spread in the data), an
nd the number of samples. It can be calculaated using the E
Excel function
u
an interacctive tool availaable at gerrym
mander.princetoon.edu. The siggnificance values here are twoo"ttest" or using
tailed.
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the advantage was reversed (56.6% in eight Democratic districts and 70.6% in five Republican
districts). In short, post-2010 districting schemes conferred an electoral advantage on
Republicans that has lasted through three Congressional elections.
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In a partisan gerrymander, district outcomes are distributed to favor the redistricter's party
across a large number of districts. If the average vote is closely divided between the parties, such
an advantage can be probed using the mean-median difference. If one party is dominant, such an
advantage can be probed using the chi-square test.
The mean-median difference. In a closely divided state or in a state where the
redistricting party is wins a minority of the vote, reliable wins can be tested using the difference
between the average (also called the mean) and the median vote share28 for contested29 districts.
The median serves as a measure of the overall behavior of a state's district-level elections. The
goal of a gerrymander is to maximize the number of districts won, which occurs when the
median outcome is more unfavorable to the opposing party than that party’s share of the vote.
The mean-median difference is therefore a simple measure of asymmetry or skewness, and when
it is allowed to develop without partisan acts, it has well-defined mathematical properties30.
Consider the 2016 North Carolina Congressional election. The Democratic two-party
share of the total vote in all 13 districts was, in terms of percentages and sorted in ascending
order:

290

32.7, 35.9, 36.7, 39.1, 40.8, 41.2, 41.6, 41.8, 43.3, 43.9, 67.0, 68.2, 70.3

291
292
293

When vote percentages are sorted in this way, the median can be calculated simply by striking
out pairs of values at the ends of the list repeatedly, until the middle is reached. If two values
remain, then take the midpoint of those two values.

TEST 3: DID ONE PARTY HAVE MORE RELIABLE WINS?

28

The mean-median difference has also been suggested by Robin E. Best & Michael D. McDonald, Unfair Partisan
Gerrymanders in Politics and Law: A Diagnostic Applied to Six Cases. 14 ELECTION LAW JOURNAL: RULES,
POLITICS, AND POLICY 312 (2015). In the present paper I give mathematically rigorous confidence intervals on that
statistic and describe the circumstances under which it is applicable.
29

The presence of uncontested races reduces the value of the mean-minus-median statistic. In those cases, the
partisan breakdown is not known with accuracy. Consider the example of a 20-district state, residents of an
uncontested district would have voted at a rate of 80% for their party, instead of the nominal 100%. If their district
were drawn differently, the appropriate mean for comparison would be based on the 80% figure, and shift the
overall mean by 1%.

30

The mean-median difference is a simple and old measure of “skewness,” a statistical term for asymmetry. David
P. Doane & Lori E. Seward, Measuring Skewness: A Forgotten Statistic?, 19 JOURNAL OF STATISTICS EDUCATION
(2011), www.amstat.org/publications/jse/v19n2/doane.pdf; Karl Pearson, Contributions to the Mathematical Theory
of Evolution, II: Skew Variation in Homogeneous Material, TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL PHILOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY, SERIES A, 186, 343-414 (1895). G. UDNY YULE AND MAURICE G. KENDALL, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
THEORY OF STATISTICS 162-3 (3d ed. 1950).
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Races
R
won by
y Republicaans are indicated in italiccs and the m
median perceentage, 41.66%, is
underlineed. The mean (i.e. averaage) Democrratic vote shaare is 46.4%
%. The difference betweeen the
median and
a the mean
n is 4.8%. Th
his differencce reflects thhe fact that coounterintuitiively, Repubblican
vote sharres were abo
ove average in considerably more thhan half of the districts: 77% (10 oout of
13), to bee exact.
In
n other wo
ords, North Carolina’s Democraticc voters w
were empow
wered as if they
compriseed 41.6% of voters, even
n though they
y actually coomprised 46.4%. The diffference, 4.88%, is
the numb
ber of voters who werre effectivelly disenfrannchised. Sinnce approxim
mately 4,6000,000
North Caarolinians caast votes in the
t 2016 Co
ongressional election, reddistricting achieved an eeffect
equivalen
nt to over 220,000
2
Dem
mocratic votters casting their ballotss for Repubblicans. Baseed on
known properties
p
of
o the meaan-median difference,
d
tthe probabiility that thhe mean-median
differencces for 2012,, 2014, and 2016
2
arose by
b chance inn a partisan-symmetric pprocess are 22.9%,
31
6.8%, and 6.8%, resp
pectively .
The
T chi-squa
are test. A redistricting
r
g party gainss an advantaage when itss wins are hhighly
uniform across distriicts. This is especially
e
im
mportant in a state wherre the redistrricting party wins
a large majority off the vote; an examplee is Marylaand, which is currentlly dominateed by
C
Democraats32. Here, I apply the teest in North Carolina.
One
O way to id
dentify a mo
ore uniform advantage thhan expectedd by chance is the chi-sqquare
33
test . In
n 2012, 2014
4, and 2016
6, the vote share of Reepublican C
Congressionaal winners hhad a
standard deviation off 11.1%, 13..8%, and 13.3%, nationaally; and 3.55%, 3.3%, annd 3.5% in N
North
31

One‐taile
ed probabilitie
es calculated un
nder the assum
mption, based on Tests 1 and
d 2, that an ano
omalous outco
ome
would favo
or the majorityy party.
32

Wang, Election Law Jou
urnal, supra no
ote 17.

33

Also called the two‐sam
mple F‐test forr equal variances, or the chi‐ssquare test. Vaariance is defin
ned as the squaare of
the standaard deviation. Supra
S
at 19.
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Carolina. The probabilities that these differences would have arisen by chance in 2012, 2014,
and 2016 is 0.14%, 0.007%, and 0.02%, respectively. Thus Test 3 reveals that in North Carolina,
Republican wins were unusually uniform across the state compared with national patterns.
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In this report I have presented three tests for rapid identification of partisan
gerrymanders. Test 1 requires a computer program34, and Tests 2 and 3 can be done with
resources that are likely to be available on a judge's or clerk's desktop computer. All three tests
rely on well-established statistical principles. The tests measure different aspects of partisan
asymmetry, and therefore fall within the scope of principles that have been expressed by the
Supreme Court. I suggest that these tests may constitute a manageable standard for courts to
evaluate the impact of a state's districting scheme on its residents' Equal Protection and First
Amendment rights.
The broader implications of this report are twofold. First, I have used statistical science to
express the idea that a pattern of election results might have arisen by chance, and therefore not
warrant judicial intervention. By establishing "zones of chance" in which the partisan impacts of
a districting plan are ambiguous, the three tests presented here can help a judge evaluate whether
an identifiable injury has occurred in the first place. Second, a standard based on the tests is
unambiguous, and may even mitigate the need to demonstrate predominant partisan intent. For
these reasons, these statistical tests comprise a valuable and timely addition to the judge’s toolkit
for rapid and rigorous identification of partisan gerrymanders.
My statistical analysis of the effects of gerrymandering may be of particular relevance to
First Amendment analysis, which “allows a pragmatic or functional assessment that accords
some latitude to the States.”35 By allowing for a normal amount of statistical variation, the three
tests proposed in this Article build in zones of chance where any of a range of outcomes would
lead to an acceptable amount of asymmetry.
The results of the Tests are highly correlated with one another. Therefore, in situations
where one test is unsuitable, another can be used instead. In this way the tests can be used
separately – or combined to reduce the risk of falsely identifying a gerrymander where none
occurred. Conversely, the use of multiple tests also reduces the risk of failing to detect a
gerrymander where one did occur. Finally, because the three tests do not use geography, they can
easily be combined with other standards which may require circuitous geographic boundaries,
such as state-mandated requirements36, Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, and other precedents
that exist in federal law.

IV. DISCUSSION

34

A version of this software is available on GitHub at https://github.com/. It is also available for use at
http://gerrymander.princeton.edu.
35

See e.g., Eu v. San Francisco County Democratic Central Comm., 489 U. S. 214. (1989).

36

The three tests proposed here address the overall apportionment plan, but do not cover the case of individual selfdealing in single districts. Local laws may provide additional constraints. For example, the current Congressional
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE THREE TESTS
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Before the judge chooses which test to apply, he or she should take the following
advantages and disadvantages into account.
Test 1 quantifies the representational consequences of a gerrymander. Its most powerful
use is to obtain an exact range for the appropriate number of seats for a given vote share. It
addresses whether a redistricting scheme leads to an elected delegation that deviates from
national districting norms. Test 1 can always be calculated for any set of election returns.
Because it uses data from other states, it has the advantage of taking into account the overall
nationwide demographic character of districts. Therefore it has the virtue of measuring effects
that go beyond the natural effects of population clustering. However, because it requires
computer simulation, it requires the use of a computer program, a version of which can be
accessed at gerrymander.princeton.edu, or obtained separately by contacting the Author.
Of the three tests, Test 1 is the most like the efficiency gap devised by Stephanopoulos
and McGhee. Both Test 1 and the efficiency gap are calculated using the statewide vote share
and seat share. The formula for the efficiency gap is designed to detect departures from partisan
symmetry, whereas Test 1 uses simulations to capture the natural relationship that arises from
national districting practices. A possible weakness of both approaches is that they use the
number of seats as an explicit input, and it could be argued that such a standard establishes an
implicit, normative level of representation.
Test 2 has the advantage of simplicity: it can be worked out using a spreadsheet program
such as Microsoft Excel (using the function "ttest2") that can perform a two-sample t-test. If such
a program is not available, it can be done using a hand calculator and a table of statistical values.
It directly tests for noncompetitive races, a mainstay of gerrymandering. It identifies partisan
asymmetry. Test 2 has the disadvantage that it can only be used if both parties win at least 2 seats
each, since this is required to calculate standard deviations, a necessary step of the test.
Test 3 measures the reliability of wins for the redistricting party. Test 3 can always be
performed, since it is calculated using most or all of a state's district-level results. In the case of
the mean-median difference, Test 3 does not rely on any data from other states, and is therefore
self-contained. The mean-median difference measures a quality that statisticians call "skew."
Other, tests of skew have more statistical power to detect anomalies37, but the mean-median
difference is easier to calculate.
In the case of the chi-square test, national data must be used to provide a standard for
comparison. The chi-square test measures whether a set of electoral victories is more uniform
than expected from national patterns, and is especially useful when one party is dominant (as is
districts in Florida do not violate the three tests presented here. Nonetheless, the Florida Supreme Court has found
the map to violate the Florida Constitution redistricting provisions (article III, section 20(a) that reads "No
apportionment plan or district shall be drawn with the intent to favor or disfavor a political party or an incumbent").
Detzner, 2015 WL 4130852. This stricter standard extends a mandate for competitive races to the level of single
districts.
37

The standard measure of skewness can be calculated using the Excel function SKEW.
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the case of Maryland, in Shapiro v. McManus). In addition to detecting such a partisan
gerrymander, the chi-square test may also be useful in detecting "bipartisan gerrymanders," in
which unusually secure wins are constructed for both parties in a symmetric manner.
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The 2016 Congressional election in North Carolina was marked by the following features
of partisan asymmetry: (1) one to three more Republican seats were won than would be expected
by national districting standards, (2) Democratic wins were more lopsided than Republican wins,
(3) the median district in North Carolina was more Republican-voting than the statewide
average, and (4) Republican wins were unusually uniform compared with national wins. These
advantages arose in 2012 and persisted in 2014, indicating that they arose as a result of partisan
control over redistricting. Any one of these tests is available to judges as a potentially
manageable standard for partisan gerrymandering.

V. CONCLUSION
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